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The Abuses of Standardized Testing

By Vito Perrone
A Prefatory Comment

It needs to be said at the outset that standardized testing is at the center of an enormous educational controversy. It has become an issue as a result, in part, of accountability pressures; but another strong factor is the growing number of teachers who want increased control over curriculum, materials, and classroom practices. Another significant contributor to the conflict is the tension growing out of the increasing trend toward decentralization in school districts. Standardized tests, for example, were thought to make some sense when most students in a given school district were involved in a common curriculum. But as school districts have begun to decentralize, to foster alternative methods of education, common curricular patterns are being threatened. In addition, we are in an era when “equal educational opportunity” is being affirmed as never before. That affirmation has brought with it increased understanding of the ways in which children of the poor, who include a large percentage of America’s minorities, racial and ethnic, have been deprived of equal educational opportunities. The role that standardized tests have played in this process fills the literature and helps fuel the debate.

The foregoing background is not meant to be all-inclusive. Many of us could provide other significant reasons why standardized testing is in the “eye of the storm.” If my orientation were different, I could, I suspect, suggest—though I do not believe the argument has much substance—that educators have made standardized testing an issue to “cover up” their failures, to rationalize the “decline in test scores.” But that is not my orientation! And that is a point I wish to make very clear to readers of this fastback.

I do not believe that standardized tests, as presently developed
and marketed, have a great deal to contribute to children, teachers, parents, or schools. Whatever merit they may have, and I believe they do have some potentially positive uses, is outweighed significantly by their negative qualities, by their deleterious effects on children and programs.

Now that I have established my personal orientation—one that will pervade this fastback—I need to provide some additional contextual information. Most of my examples will be related to the elementary grades, principally because this is where the majority of standardized tests are used. When I speak of standardized tests, I am referring to tests which are published, norm-referenced, and administered according to explicit instructions. Popular examples of standardized achievement tests are the Metropolitan Achievement Test, the Stanford Achievement Test, the Stanford Test of Academic Skills, and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, to name only a few. Examples of standardized measures of mental ability are the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test, the Stanford-Binet, and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. My purpose in listing the foregoing is to assure as little misunderstanding as possible about what is meant when I refer to standardized tests and standardized testing.
A Basic Position on Standardized Testing

Standardized testing, essentially a post-World War I phenomenon, has become commonplace in America. Tests exist for almost every social human trait imaginable, including intelligence, alienation, self-concept, maturity, moral development, and creativity. They are used to select people for admission into and for exclusion from a wide range of educational programs, private and public projects, and jobs. Standardized tests affect Americans of all ages, in all fields; however, they come down most heavily on the young, those between the ages of 3 and 21. David McClelland suggests that standardized tests have been so thoroughly ingrained into American schools that “it is a sign of backwardness not to have test scores in the school records of children.” While I am concerned about the effects of testing on individuals of all ages, I am especially troubled about its effects on young children at the primary school level. These are years when children’s growth is most uneven. Not only are there great differences among individuals, but also within the individual over time. During this period a large number of the skills needed for success in school are in rather fluid acquisitional stages.

The most widely used standardized tests attempt to assess intelligence, language skills, reading readiness, achievement in various subjects, and, in recent years, one’s self-concept. As I have said, the tests are commonly norm-referenced, so that users can rank order individuals or groups in relation to a particular, or norm, population. (Most test publishers claim that the populations used to establish norms are representative of the general population for whom the tests have been devised. This is, however, a questionable claim in many cases.) We have become so accustomed to their use that we often fail to ask ourselves whether the tests do in fact assess what they purport to assess or whether the assumptions that undergird the claims of the test makers are acceptable.
Some Hard Questions About Standardized Tests

Sheldon White suggests that in using standardized tests we are involved with "an affair in which magic, science, and myth are intermixed." He may well be offering an understatement. How many of us, for example, actually believe that the intelligence and competence of any individual can be adequately represented by his* score on any group-administered test? Or, that there is one "normal curve" that can provide a distribution capable of classifying all children? Such assumptions defy almost everything that we have come to understand about children's growth.

Even if one fails to take note of the implicit assumptions of the tests, an examination of the test items ought to cause enormous concern.** Are they clear? Are they fair? Do they address the particular educational concerns of teachers of young children? Do the tests provide useful information about individual children, about a class as a whole? Do they help young children in their learning? Do they support children's intentions as learners? Do they provide parents with essential information about their children? I have encountered few teachers able to provide an affirmative response to any of the foregoing questions. They do respond in the affirmative, however, to the following questions. Do teachers feel any pressure

---

*For clarity and economy, we use the masculine form of pronouns throughout this publication when no specific gender is implied. While we recognize the trend away from this practice, we see no graceful alternative. We hope the reader will impute no sexist motives; certainly none are intended. —The Editors

**A large number of publications have provided thoughtful critiques of sample test items from a variety of popularly used standardized tests. See: Deborah Meier, Reading Failure and the Tests (New York: Workshop Center for Open Education, 1973); Deborah Meier, Herb Mack, and Ann Cook, Reading Tests: Do They Hurt Your Child? (New York: Community Resources Institute, 1973); Banesh Hoffman, The Tyranny of Testing (New York: Collier Books, 1964); National Elementary Principal (March/April, 1975, and August, 1975).
to teach to the tests? If the tests were not given, would there be fewer skill sheets and workbooks, a broader range of materials, more attention to integrated learning? Would teachers prefer to use the time devoted to standardized testing for other educational activities? Do teachers feel that they can assess children’s learning in more appropriate ways than through the use of standardized achievement tests?

Labels That Cripple

I have many other concerns about standardized tests. They have been used increasingly to make judgments about children. Children judged to be “below average” are not likely to receive, in most schools, the kinds of educational opportunities available to children judged “above average.” Placement in remedial and other special education programs and in lower-level tracks is usually related closely to test results. Children placed in such settings are often viewed as failures; expectations tend not to be high for them. And children in such settings quickly learn to view themselves as failures, producing little. Children who are labeled in a manner that suggests limited ability find that their education takes on a narrow focus, one-dimensional tasks such as skill sheets, workbooks, and drills of one kind or another being most prominent.

Who are the children who tend most often to be labeled “below average”? The high proportion of children from lower socio-economic populations, which include large numbers of minorities, represented in special education and lower-level tracks ought to give us serious pause. Jane Mercer provides rather stark data: namely, that from 50 to 300% more black and Mexican Americans are identified as mentally retarded than could be reasonably expected from their proportion of the population. Our commitments to democratic practice and equality of educational opportunity should force us to speak out strongly against a process that consistently produces such results.

Multiple Patterns, Diversified Programs

Teachers of young children have long believed that children come to learning in many different ways, demonstrating in the process that they have multiple patterns of growth and achievement. This belief has given direction to programs which are diver-
sified as to aims and goals. In these programs, children are respected, regardless of racial background or socioeconomic class. Their interests have become basic starting points for learning. Such developmental programs have tended to support more formal instruction in reading; for example, only when children are ready and not because they are 6 years old.

Because teachers in such settings have been committed to increasing children's opportunities for successful experience and high levels of self-esteem, many learning options are made available. The clock then tends not to determine to such a large degree when children begin and end learning activities. Peer interaction—i.e., communication—is encouraged. Integral, rather than peripheral, to a child's life in the classroom are the creative and expressive forms of communication that have the capacity for developing feeling—the most personal of human possessions. (Too often, a teacher does little with the creative and expressive arts because they don't relate particularly well to the normative testing programs. They are not basic enough!) Static expectations for children, rooted in an array of basal materials and common curricula, do not reflect the diversity that actually exists and is supported in responsive primary schools. Yet the standardized tests are anchored in standard curriculum materials (basal textbooks, syllabi, and state guidelines) that have predetermined expectations toward which every one is expected to work. To actually develop a responsive, developmental, classroom environment is to risk lower scores on many of the standardized tests. Teachers and children do not need these kinds of external pressures.

**Evaluation Consonant with Purpose**

Does the foregoing suggest that evaluation is not important? Most definitely, I do not oppose evaluation; I consider it basic to the growth of programs, teachers, and children. But evaluation needs to be embedded in the classrooms. It needs to be consonant with purpose. Assessing children's growth, for example, is an intense activity, and it should occur daily, continuously. It is integral to everything that goes on in a classroom.
Historical Roots

Having now established a basic position, I will proceed to a discussion of some of the historical roots of standardized testing in this country. While I would certainly acknowledge that one can understand standardized testing practice and psychometrics without any special knowledge of the historical development of standardized testing, I believe that the history is important if one wishes to examine the implications of standardized testing and gain increased understanding of its assumptions.

Historical perspective is especially important to an understanding of the current critique. In suggesting a historical perspective, I do not wish to imply that the context today is the same as that which existed in the early years of standardized testing. The differences are profound, as will become clear in the narrative which follows.

The beginnings of standardized testing were taking form at the turn of the last century. It was a time of rapid change in many aspects of American life. Immigration was reaching new heights, especially with a heavy influx of southern and eastern Europeans who were considered less assimilable than earlier immigrants; industrialization, aided by a growing faith in science and technology, was firmly rooted; what seemed an uncontrollable urban expansion paralleled the increased levels of immigration and industrialization; and schools were under intense pressures to enroll larger percentages of the school-age population, especially at the secondary school level.

Psychology and education, as areas of academic inquiry, had long been stepchildren to the more traditional academic fields such as philosophy and history. Seeking status, they turned increasingly to science and technology as a base for their inquiry. That practitioners within these related fields adopted statistical procedures and scientific methods is not surprising. The standardized tests which they developed met many of the conditions of science as they were
understood at that time; in addition, and possibly more importantly, they represented an activity which could support many of the cultural assumptions of the day.

In a society clinging to egalitarian views, how could the great differences among people with regard to education, status, and power be explained? The social Darwinists suggested that such differences existed because intellectual attributes among individuals (and groups) varied significantly. The tests quickly bore this out. Individuals (and groups) could be classified on the basis of “scientific measures,” selection processes could be established “without any blemish on democratic philosophy.” While I would hesitate to suggest that social Darwinism was the predominant philosophical orientation at the beginning of the century, it clearly had widespread support from the middle and upper classes (who were at that time principally white, Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant) and was called upon to buttress the development of standardized tests.

Alfred Binet, an early champion of experimental psychology, is generally acknowledged as being responsible for legitimating standardized tests. In the years that followed the passage of compulsory education legislation in France (1881), Binet raised questions about the degree to which all children could benefit from regular school activities. By the turn of the century, Binet advocated special classes for those possessing “limited ability.”

Along with Theodore Simon, Binet was invited in 1904 by the Ministry of Education to develop an identification process which might be used to select children for special classes. Simon and Binet capitalized upon the opportunity to develop a series of tests. The procedures they employed for norming and validation were not very dissimilar from those used today. (Another similarity exists in the results. Then, as now, scores reflected the social-economic structures.) While Binet was not immune to the use of such phrases as mental ability in relation to his test results, he had reservations about interpreting an individual’s test results narrowly: he did not believe, for example, as many of his followers did, that the tests measured fixed intellectual qualities that were not amenable to further training.

After Binet’s death, Lewis Terman of Stanford University began revision of the Binet testing process. The Stanford-Binet Test, published in 1916, was the result. Terman, in order to bring more
specificity to the results, attached a score which he called an Intelligence Quotient. In *The Measurement of Intelligence*, Terman described the “potential” for the test in clear fashion:

... [Intelligence tests will bring tens of thousands of these high-grade defectives under the surveillance and protection of society. This will ultimately result in curtailing the reproduction of feeble-mindedness and in the elimination of an enormous amount of crime, pauperism, and industrial inefficiency.

Those with IQ scores in the 70 to 80 range were of particular concern to Terman. He wrote further in *The Measurement of Intelligence*:

[Such intellectual deficiencies are] very common among Spanish-Indian and Mexican families in the Southwest and also among Negroes. Their dullness seems to be racial; or at least inherent in the family stocks from which they come. . . . Children of this group should be segregated in special classes. . . . They cannot master abstraction, but they can often be made into efficient workers . . . from a eugenic point of view they constitute a grave problem because of their unusually prolific breeding.

(Such arguments, though less direct, are not uncommon in the literature produced today by Arthur Jensen, Richard Herrnstein, and William Shockley, to name a few.)

Terman, along with others such as Henry Goddard (Vineland Training School in New Jersey) and Robert Yerkes (Harvard) who had similar interests in “tests of intelligence” and later “tests of achievement,” eventually saw southern and eastern Europeans as also demonstrating mental deficiencies. It is not surprising that all three were active in the eugenics movement—the tests were for them excellent detection devices—and in political efforts to stem the flow of the “inferior” southern and eastern Europeans who were entering the United States as immigrants.

Goddard went to Ellis Island in 1912 to administer the Binet test, as well as others which he devised, to new immigrants. The results were hardly surprising, though to read Goddard’s account in Leon Kamin’s *The Science and Politics of I.Q.* it was shocking: He judged 83% of Jews, 80% of Hungarians, 79% of Italians, and 87% of Russians as “feeble-minded.” In 1912 it was Goddard who also provided the classic tracing of the Martin Kallikak family, a case history still used in psychology texts as late as 1955.

When the United States entered World War I, Yerkes, then
president of the American Psychological Association, proposed on behalf of several of his colleagues (including Terman and Goddard) that psychologists could perform a service by administering tests to draftees as an aid in their military placement. Tests were given to 1,700,000 men. While they were not used by the Army for purposes of placement, they did serve to solidify the legitimacy of standardized testing and “improve” the technology of psychometrics.

The data from the testing were reported in 1921 by the National Academy of Sciences as Psychological Examining in the U.S. Army (edited by R. M. Yerkes). The data were analyzed further in A Study of American Intelligence by C. C. Brigham (Princeton University Press, 1923). There were no surprises. Whites scored considerably higher than blacks; individuals from Scandinavian and English-speaking countries scored significantly higher than those from Latin and Slavic countries. Data showing correlations between the test scores and the length of time an individual being tested had lived in the United States were essentially dismissed.

The results of all of this testing were influential in the passage of the 1924 Immigration Act, which placed discriminatory restrictions on the immigration of non-Anglo-Saxon populations. It was a major victory for psychologists such as Terman, Goddard, Yerkes, and Brigham. In fairness, however, it should also be said that the victory was not theirs exclusively. There were millions of Americans who were convinced that immigration should be restricted and did not need the psychological test scores for confirmation. (Provisions of the 1924 act relating to national origin quotas were maintained in the McCarran Act of 1952. By the 1960s, however, pressures were building to bring an end to all discriminatory legislation. In 1965 Congress passed the Immigration and Nationality Act, which eliminated the quota system based on national origins.)

Walter Lippmann was one of the few individuals of the time who raised a voice of protest; his outlet for criticism from 1922 to 1924 was the New Republic. In an early commentary, he wrote, “The real promise and value of the investigation which Binet started is in danger of gross perversion by muddleheaded and prejudiced men.”

In the issue of November 15, 1922, Lippmann wrote:

"... Intelligence is not an abstraction like length and weight; it is an exceedingly complicated notion which nobody has yet succeeded in defining. ... If the impression takes root that these tests really measure
intelligence, that they contribute a sort of last judgment on the child's capacity, that they reveal "scientifically" his predetermined ability, then it would be a thousand times better if all the intelligence testers and their questionnaires were sunk without warning in the Sargasso Sea.

Lippmann closed his original series of six articles on the intelligence tests by suggesting that psychologists back away from their "pretentious" directions and "save themselves from the humiliation of having furnished doped evidence to the exponents of the new snobbery."

Terman's responses to Lippmann deserve mention. They are similar in content to what is produced by many contemporary apologists: namely, appeals to scientific authority, ridicule, and nonsequiturs. In one response (November 29, 1922), Terman suggested, along with considerable ridicule, that Lippmann had "some kind of emotional complex." Lippmann's response in the January 3, 1923 New Republic:

Well, I have [an emotional complex about this business]. I admit it. I hate the impudence of a claim that in 50 minutes you can judge and classify a human being's predestined fitness in life. I hate the pretentiousness of that claim. I hate the abuse of scientific method which it involves. I hate the sense of superiority which it creates and the sense of inferiority which it imposes.

But Lippmann's charges, though powerful in tone, were not particularly influential. Tests, those producing IQ scores and those producing achievement scores, proliferated rapidly in the 1920s and 1930s. They fit many school needs of the day by providing external procedures to justify promotions in the schools—now more committed to age-grade patterns than ever before. (That they served to justify the continued pre-eminence of the privileged in American society seemed not to be a problem for the majority of educators.) And, as was noted earlier, they fit the scientific ethos of the period.*

Even the progressives, especially in the twenties, gave passive

*Robert Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagan write: "The testing movement seemed especially suited to the temper of this country and took hold here with a vigor and enthusiasm unequaled elsewhere." Measurement and Evaluation in Psychology and Education (New York: John Wiley, 1962), p. 5. Readers should understand that standardized testing has become in large measure an American phenomenon. It has never had very much consistent support in the rest of the world.
approval to the testing activities. To attack "science" was not consistent with their basic approaches to education. In the thirties there were some shifts in progressive thought. (For example, attempts were made to have standardized testing examined within the Progressive Education Association. But the organization was in the beginning of its intellectual twilight by this time.)

I recognize that I have focused on several individuals whose sociopolitical views influenced their work decisively and, by today's standards, negatively. This might lead some readers to suggest that my treatment, at least to this point, has not been balanced. I could have highlighted, as most texts on measurement and testing do, the pioneering efforts of Terman and Yerkes, the contribution of Terman to our understanding of the gifted (he did make a number of significant contributions), and the efforts made by conscientious measurement scholars such as E. L. Thorndike (and I will comment further on Thorndike) to improve testing practice. I could have alluded (as several of the texts have) to the arguments about the influence of heredity on intelligence and achievement test scores and to the concerns about the tests really testing social class, and, I might not have mentioned eugenics at all (as most texts don't). The point is that the contemporary literature produced by measurement scholars does not provide any balance. My purpose has been to raise aspects of the history of testing in America that have not been fully in view; in other words, to bring some balance to the discussion.

Were there other forces besides eugenics and the scientific ethos that helped make testing such a popular enterprise? There was a belief often expressed in the early literature that the tests represented a democratic, objective process for selecting students for admission into colleges and into particular professions, for passage to new grade levels, and for receipt of academic honors. Some egalitarians argued that a test score removed the possibility of social status or faulty, prejudiced, teacher/school judgment determining one's entry, for example, into the elite schools. (The elite schools received the same students after standardized testing as before, but the illusion of democratic practice survived the twenties and persisted well into the 1950s and early 1960s.) How many times have we heard about the child who came from a lower socioeconomic and minority background who was singled out because of high test scores and
given academic opportunities that might not otherwise have been available? There have been many such cases, but when we consider all of the individuals of lower socioeconomic and minority backgrounds who owe increased levels of academic opportunity and altered social or economic status to test scores, the numbers were surely small in the decades between 1920 and 1950 and there is little to suggest that conditions have changed.

Ralph Tyler, in his critique on testing, comments that standardized testing began "as a means for selecting and sorting people, and the principles and practices of testing that have been worked out since 1918 are largely the refining of means to serve these functions rather than other educational purposes." Sorting and selecting, Tyler would suggest, were viewed in the early period as natural and necessary functions of the schools; hence, why would tests designed for such purposes be questioned seriously?

A stable force in the early testing movement was E. L. Thorndike who, in the long run, may well have had a greater influence than the eugenicists. His *Introduction to the Theory of Mental and Social Measurements*, published in 1904, was an important contribution to the measurement field. The *Thorndike Handwriting Scale*, produced in 1909, was the first popularly used standardized test in the public schools.

"Whatever exists at all exists in some amount" was a classic Thorndike phrase and one which says a great deal about Thorndike's basic approach to testing. In "Nature, Purposes and General Methods of Measurement of Educational Products," (*The Measurement of Educational Products*, Seventeenth Yearbook, Part II, National Society for the Study of Education, 1918) Thorndike commented about some of the problems that were beginning to surface as early as 1917-18: "[Those] directly in charge of educational affairs have been so appreciative of educational measurement and so sincere in their desire to have tests and scales devised [that quality is sacrificed]. . . . Opposition, neglect, and misunderstanding will be much less disastrous to the work of quantitative science in education than a vast output of mediocre tests for measuring this, that, and the other school product, of which a large percent are fundamentally unsound. . . ."

Thorndike was a serious student of measurement. Eugenics was not his interest. He continued to raise concerns throughout the
1920s, a veritable boom period for the development and marketing of tests, about the poor quality of tests, the uncritical acceptance of test scores, and what he conceived to be the unjustified judgments being made about individuals. His goal was the production of better tests and more knowledgeable test use. While it is possible to disagree with Thorndike’s basic assumptions about education and learning, one must, as I do, respect the way he carried out his commitments.

The technical quality of tests improved in the decades following the Depression. And these improvements are noted often in the educational literature. The eugenics advocates who were prominent in the formative years were gone, to be replaced by a growing corps of psychometric technicians. Norming and validation procedures became increasingly more sophisticated. And testing became a part of the conventional wisdom of schools. Debates were few; criticism almost nonexistent. (In fact, the literature includes very little criticism until the 1960s.) It should be noted that the standardized tests, while accepted and used as a basis for many positive and negative decisions about students, were not viewed as overbearing. They did not dominate curriculum or teaching. The amount of testing was not great in most districts, and had what appeared to be a benign quality in many others.

Standardized testing received a boost with the ascent of Sputnik I, when questions about the quality of schools began to accelerate. In 1965, with the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, testing, and the industry supporting it, began to expand rapidly. With the heavy influx of federal dollars came increasing demands for evaluation. And evaluation in most instances became synonymous unfortunately, with outcome data produced by standardized tests. In part this occurred because standardized tests and the technology supporting them were available and evaluation paradigms which might have been more appropriate were not well developed, or lacked the narrow “scientific construct” that was increasingly demanded by a “single-score” mentality.

We are now in a period where standardized tests are a major issue in schools. (It should be noted again that intelligence tests are not as much an issue now as they once were. Their use is diminishing rapidly.) The level of criticism is related closely to the volume of testing that occurs. Producers of tests have been surprised at the
harshness of the criticisms, feeling that the technical quality of their products is higher now than at any time in the past. They argue that the problems—and they now acknowledge that there are problems—are related to use, or more specifically, misuse.*

While these are certainly considerations, the issues are, from my point of view, deeper than use and misuse. We are seeing teachers, and in many settings parents, going back to fundamental questions about the purpose of the schools, the ways in which children's development is being supported. This is, in large measure, what part of this fastback is about, and it underlies much of what I am trying to communicate.

---

*It needs to be acknowledged that the test producers are attempting to reduce misuse by providing test users with very carefully prepared manuals relating to their tests. These manuals tend to point out parallels to the particular test's limitations as well as constructive uses. They typically caution in the case of the event test, that test results ought not to be used to evaluate teachers. That grade-level content entry scores are misleading, that growth is not unidimensional, that many external factors might affect a child's score (that the test measures a sampling of curriculum, etc.). But, having said all of this, it needs also to be stated that few teachers have ever seen the manuals and my experience is that few schools act on the cautions that the manuals provide. This point will be discussed more fully later in this text.
The Tests Themselves

Having provided a basic position statement and historical review, I will address several issues which relate generally to the technical aspects of testing and which tend to create misunderstandings and often misuse. I make no attempt to be all-encompassing; the problem areas are just too large.

In discussions of standardized testing one often confronts terms/concepts such as objectivity, standardization, reliability, and validity. These terms carry with them an aura of science; however, what do they mean in basic, nontechnical language?

A test is considered objective if everyone takes it under the same basic conditions. The multiple-choice format, buttressed by a single "right"-answer pattern, supports objectivity. But objectivity has nothing to do with whether a test is fair, contains items of importance, or has ambiguous questions and answers. Objectivity has, in other words, no relationship to quality.

A test is standardized if norms have been established. Whether the norm populations are representative in more than a statistical sense is not the defining characteristic. This term, as in the case for objectivity, has no relationship to quality.

Reliability relates to the consistency of the test: How close are the results for an individual or group at two different testings? Or how close are the scores of individuals on two different forms of a particular test? Reliability is rather simple to establish. But a test can have very high reliability (most popular standardized achievement tests carry reliability coefficients of .87 to .93) and yet be a very poor test, measuring little considered important to large numbers of people who use or take the test. The latter point relates to validity, which has an interdependent relationship with reliability. Validity doesn't, however, receive as much attention.
Validity refers, at the most simple level, to the degree to which a test measures what it is supposed to measure and/or the degree to which the scores derived from a particular test can be related to what the test is supposed to be measuring. In other words, what are the inferences that can be drawn from the test scores? Validity, unlike reliability, is difficult to establish with any authority. It is typically determined by having an expert (or experts) examine a particular test and provide the equivalent of an imprimatur. This is content validation by opinion. Content validation is the focus of most standardized tests used in elementary and secondary schools. (Those who suggest that the tests often contain bias are, in essence, questioning content validity by claiming that the test content is not representative of the socioeducational experience of minority people.) Validity (face validity) is also established by comparing the test results with other measures, i.e., other tests, grades, or teacher judgments.

So much for the terms. What can be said about test content? For many individuals with reservations about standardized tests, the content is the principal issue. This relates to the concept of validity but is, at the same time, broader. Most currently used standardized achievement tests, as was noted in my prefatory comment, have been constructed to conform to instructional programs with predetermined objectives and materials which everyone is expected to work through. They have less relationship to programs which stress high levels of individualization and flexibility of objectives.

How are the tests constructed? In preparing items for an achievement test, authors typically survey curricular patterns and basal materials; they attempt to learn about the sequence, if any, that tends to exist in various content/subject areas; and they make decisions about how to establish a balance between information items and concept items. Questions are prepared and generally tried out in a variety of school settings. (The particular items selected to try out represent, in effect, a statement about what the test authors consider important. This is not intended as a negative observation; it is, however, a condition that needs to be understood.) Those items which most individuals get right or wrong are discarded. Distribution is desired, inasmuch as the entire battery of items is designed to produce, among a sample of students who take the test, a normal curve, a construct in which half the students score below the average
and half above. In such a process, items which many would suggest
are important might well be discarded and items of limited
importance retained. Teachers, school administrators, and parents
would do well to examine closely the questions which appear in the
standardized tests used in their schools, or being considered for use,
in order to make a judgment about the importance of the questions
and their relationship to the local curriculum.

Once the items are developed, standardization procedures be-
gin. This involves establishing a norm population and constructing
norm scores. How long does all of this take? From start-up to publica-
tion, five to eight years might pass. But what if curriculum changes
are rapid and/or new goals emerge in schools? Might there then be a
gap between the curricular assumptions of the tests and the curricula
that actually exist? This certainly is the case in mathematics where
math tests have been concerned for the past decade, as they were in
the previous decade, with computation in a base 10 system only—
hardly evidence of the "new math." What if teachers really believed
that a shift in educational direction was necessary? Is it possible that
such a shift might not occur because of the risk of lowering results on
an achievement test designed for different purposes? And what if the
populations taking the tests change significantly from one standard-
ization to another? Do the scores derived then really have the same
meaning?

It is important, I believe, to comment briefly on test statistics—the
derivations which bring scores relating to a norm population and
provide a basis for giving meaning to the raw scores (the number of
"correct" responses on a test or subsection of a test). While it could
be argued that everyone using tests should know a good deal about
derived scores and their meaning, my experience is that far too many
do not.*

Test results are most often reported as percentile scores, stanine
scores, or grade-level equivalency scores. Forty-three correct
answers out of 80 items on the language section of a very popular

---

*I must note that the test manuals accompanying most popularly used standardized tests
are replete with information about derived scores, i.e., how to interpret them and what
limitations need to be taken into account when using them. But as noted earlier, the
manuals are not often available in schools for teachers to read, and little information
about derived scores goes out to the public to increase their understanding.
achievement test (1974 version) which students take at the end of the
seventh grade is converted to a percentile score of 52. This indicates
that 52% of those who took the test as part of the norm population
scored 43 or less and 48% scored higher than 43. Stanine scores,
unlike percentile scores and grade-equivalency scores, are
suggestive of a range. (For this reason test publishers increasingly are
couraging their use.) All raw and percentile scores are grouped to
make up a nine point, or stanine scale. A stanine score of 5 is average;
40% of the scores will then fall above this average and 40%, be ow. On
the test cited above, the percentile score of 52 falls within the fifth
stanine, along with all percentile scores between 40 and 58. The
diagram below presents range raw scores converted to percentiles
and then to a stanine scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stanine</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentile</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>4-10</td>
<td>11-22</td>
<td>23-39</td>
<td>40-58</td>
<td>59-76</td>
<td>77-88</td>
<td>89-94</td>
<td>95-99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grade-level equivalency score is derived essentially by as-
signing to the median score of a seventh-grade norm population a
grade-level equivalency of 7.0. Scores above and below the median
are assigned grade-level equivalencies above and below 7.0. It is an
estimation, nothing more. The score of 43 on the language section of
the test under discussion (taken at the end of the seventh grade) con-
verts to a percentile score of 52 and a grade-level equivalency score
of 8.3 (eight years, three months). A score of 41 converts, on the other
hand, to a grade-level equivalency of 7.8 and 45 converts to 8.7. Two
questions right or wrong cover a range of 11 months.

The publisher of the foregoing test lists a standard error for the
language section as 3.9. This standard error indicates that two-thirds
of the time one could expect a fluctuation of 3.9. As the test manual
notes, “We could expect with about 68% certainty that the true
score [for a student with a raw score of 43] would fall between [39
and 47].” This is between the 44th and the 60th percentiles; the
grade-level equivalency range is 7.2 to 8.9. And one-third of the time
there may be even more error. The point of all of this is that the
scores are very imprecise; one has to be very careful in attaching
too much importance to them.

Of all of the derived scores, grade-level equivalency is the most
commonly used, even though it is the most misleading. Test publishers now regularly, in their manuals, point out that grade-level equivalency scores “are being questioned as an appropriate means of interpreting the test performance of individuals and groups.” They suggest further that “grade equivalents are not an equal-unit score scale . . . statistical computations based on grade-level equivalency values, are not, strictly speaking, legitimate.” In some cases they admonish users not to report grade-level equivalencies at all. Henry Dyer, possibly the most respected authority in testing, has called grade-level equivalency scores “absurd, wrong, and misleading.” And in even stronger language he commented (The United Teacher, April 14, 1971, p. 15) that they are “statistical monstrosities . . . [that they] lure educational practitioners to succumb to what Alfred North Whitehead called the ‘fallacy of misplaced concreteness.’ ” But grade-level equivalencies continue, in part because school people have been lured, with many accountability models, to measure growth (or “misplaced concreteness”). If children are in school for eight months, “then they should make eight months’ gain.” Only grade-level equivalency scores report in year-month terms.

In one school district in which we recently conducted a review of the accountability system, the following appears in the Statement of School District Objectives: “Students [are] expected to gain, on the average, eight months in academic achievement between September and May.” And in a booklet related to the particular standardized testing program used in the school district, the following is presented: “A student is expected to grow academically one month for each month that he/she is in school. Since there are eight months between the administration of the pretest and the posttest, it is desirable for the student to gain eight months during the time.”

I won’t describe what teachers engage in in order to achieve eight months’ gain, but to enter into this kind of gain score mentality one has to again misrepresent the tests and abuse the scoring system. Most test publishers make reasonably clear—though they are not as direct as they could be—that gain scores are “fraught with problems,” inasmuch as the tests were originally constructed only to identify present status. (And even the problems of interpreting present status are immense, according to the test manuals.) In order to address the question of eight months’ growth, one has to assume
that growth is unidimensional and linear and that eight months of schooling corresponds empirically with eight months' gain on a standardized test. Neither is the case!

What does it mean to learn that a third-grade child (or class) is reading at a 7.9 grade level? Does it suggest, as I have often heard or read in the newspapers, that this particular child (or class) is reading as well as average-achieving youngsters completing the seventh grade? To begin with, what the tests measure as reading ability in grade three is not necessarily the same thing as reading ability measured in the seventh grade. A score of 7.9 is nothing more than an extrapolation above the mean. It has in no real sense anything to do with how well a youngster completing the seventh grade reads. Conversely, what interpretation is to be made for a seventh-grade child with a grade-level equivalency score of 4.0 on a reading test designed for seventh-graders? It implies clearly that the youngster's reading score is much lower than average-achieving seventh-graders who were part of the norm population. But does it establish that the youngster reads only as well as a fourth-grader? The chances are that if this seventh-grader took the test designed for fourth-graders his grade-level equivalency score might be 7.0. Remember, the tests were normed at particular grade levels. Third-graders didn't take a test designed for seventh-graders and seventh-graders didn't take a test designed for fourth-graders. We are contending at best with a statistical construct. Yet the use of grade-level equivalency scores goes on unabated.

Much of this section has dealt with test scores in a broad sense. The problems, however, grow as the context narrows and the tests are used to say something about an individual student's achievement of particular skills or to determine specific instructional needs. (Even the test producers are promoting some of this direction.) But given the content sampling that is involved, the manner in which the tests have been constructed, the paper and pencil multiple-choice format, and the sources which exist for error, this isn't an eminently valid use. In order to make decisions about individuals, individual student scores on specific test items or subparts of a test must be used. Even from a technical perspective this is a significant problem. Let us examine some of the sources of error. The health of a child on the day the test is given can affect the score. Noise in the classroom, teacher attitudes toward the test, whether a child has taken similar
tests, a broken pencil, and any number of similar disturbances can influence a particular score. The mental state of a child—depression, boredom, elation, anxiety about the test—can also make a difference in how the student performs.

Simple mechanical errors such as marking the wrong box on the test sheet by accident, overlooking a question, or missing a word while reading are relatively common test-taking problems. Children experiencing difficulty with reading will perform poorly on tests concerned with reading; but they will also tend to perform poorly on social studies, science, and math sections of achievement tests, inasmuch as these require reading skills. Thus a child’s real knowledge may be considerably underestimated.

Many of the sources of difficulty outlined above—and the surface has scarcely been scratched—can affect an individual’s score. And such sources of difficulty have little to do with how “good” the test is, how carefully it was prepared, or the validity of its content. Difficulties are, in general, intrinsic to the nature of standardized testing.

How serious is the kind of error described briefly above? It depends to a large degree on how the test results are used. In reports of test scores for large groups of children, it is possible to expect that many of the mechanical errors and related difficulties suggested above will balance out; some children will score above their “true” score and others below. The larger the group tested, the more likely it is that such a balancing will occur. But for a single individual, no other score exists. Nothing can compensate for error when a single score for an individual is used for such purposes as curriculum placement, advancement, etc.

Inasmuch as reading tests are common and are used for placement or for establishing skill assignments, I will offer some general comment on them. The criticisms that I offer, however, are to some degree also relevant to the reading section of a general standardized achievement test as well as to other subject areas. At the lower grade levels, reading tests are heavily dependent upon a particular vocabulary. If a youngster’s vocabulary does not include many of the words in the test, are we really to assume the problem is reading? In addition, many of the questions which appear depend on information that is not provided. A child can read the items and all of the responses and then select the “wrong” answer. The problem is
a lack of information and not a lack of reading skill. It is also possible, of course, given the ambiguities in many items, for a child to select the “wrong” answer but read very well. Another issue is the obvious cultural bias that appears in reading tests, especially at the primary level. At this level, the tests make heavy use of pictures which often reflect particular experiences that are not necessarily part of the experience of large numbers of children in the United States.

The foregoing, and similar critiques that could be offered, are possibly small issues. A more serious question, at least for those interested in reading as an area of inquiry, is related to the assumptions which underlie most standardized reading tests. In general, reading tests assume a hierarchy of specific skills. Exercises relating to words in isolation, decoding, syllabication, and the like are common. But there is no agreement among reading experts that any hierarchy of skills exists.* Many of the skill sheets that children are seen struggling with are related directly to a hierarchy of skills. In fact, several of the tests have correlative materials which can be assigned to students who score poorly on a particular skill area. There is some evidence that such activities will increase scores on reading tests, but there is little evidence that such activities enlarge a child’s capacity to gain understanding from the printed page (the way in which many individuals define reading). The time taken doing skill sheets on syllabication, for example, might have been better spent reading, enlarging one’s experiences with words in new contexts, etc.

Having raised in an indirect manner the issue of time, I wish to pursue it further. Testing takes time. Does it add significantly to a child’s learning? Or does it take time away from other, more significant, learning experiences?

In many schools actual standardized testing time for most children takes four days in the fall and four days in the spring. But how much time goes into preparing children directly for the tests themselves? And if a child is “targeted” under Title I, he is likely to be in for another dose of pretests and posttests in reading and math. If

---

*A group of reading experts came together under the auspices of the International Reading Association in 1973 to discuss reading and reading tests. They agreed almost unanimously that the existing norm-referenced reading tests were without a theoretical base. They agreed further that there is “no definitive knowledge regarding either the sequential learnings or component skills that children must acquire in order to read successfully.”*
the "targeted" child is also in a Follow Through program, he may well receive another battery of tests related to the National Evaluation Project as well as other batteries mandated by the Follow Through sponsor. The possibilities proliferate the more one thinks about testing in schools.

What is learned through all of the testing? The question that must always be asked in addition to all that has been said is: Do the tests provide more information about a child's achievement in most subject areas than the child's teachers typically possess? In general, no! Teachers can, in most cases, provide more precise information to a parent about the quality of a child's reading or math skills than any standardized test score can. Do the test scores inform teachers about what they should do? There is nothing inherent in the tests or the scoring mechanisms that provides a capacity for informing teachers of what they should do.
A Moratorium?

Thus far I have provided a position statement, some historical background, and a brief introduction to test characteristics about which it is important to know something. I now wish to address a question that looms large on the horizon of the standardized testing controversy: namely, ought there to be a moratorium?

To raise the question of a moratorium among teachers, school administrators, parents, school board members, and legislators appears to elicit fear, even when there is a negative orientation toward standardized testing. A moratorium seems for many to be an ultimate step that might throw education into a chaotic state. Such is the authority that standardized testing has come, over the years, to wield. Nonetheless, the gauntlet has been thrown. The National Education Association passed a resolution calling for a moratorium on the use of standardized intelligence and achievement tests in 1972. In the past year, after several years of relative indifference to the resolution, the NEA has become aggressive in its support of a moratorium. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People issued a moratorium statement in May, 1975. The Association for Childhood Education International gave support to a moratorium in 1976, and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, American Association of School Administrators, National Association of Elementary School Principals, and the National Council of Teachers of English, while not calling directly for a moratorium, from 1974 to 1976 used particularly
vigorous language in agitating for a reconsideration of all uses of standardized intelligence and achievement tests.*

There are many individuals and groups who share the perspectives of the organizations listed above but feel that a moratorium, if there is to be one, should be aimed exclusively at group-administered intelligence and achievement testing. They hold to a belief that tests yielding normative scores can be used "if the tests are administered on an individual basis by a skilled examiner who makes sure that the child understands what he is supposed to do and wants to do it," says Millie Almy in The Early Childhood Educator at Work. Such a position seeks too much! A moratorium, I believe, has the potential for encouraging the development of—and legitimization for—alternatives to existing standardized testing practices. This is a crucial direction, inasmuch as evaluation, as noted earlier, is clearly essential to the qualitative improvement of educational practice in schools and the learning of children and young people. A moratorium also holds promise for intensifying critical reexamination of the politics of testing, the problems of misuse,** and the negative effects of standardized testing practice on children, teachers, and programs. The more deeply the foregoing are understood, the higher will be the potential for future reform efforts.

Would a moratorium on standardized testing disrupt school practice and bring an end to all evaluation? There is no reason to believe that either would occur. Many school districts do not use any standardized testing program; yet their evaluation practices are intense. Will standards decline? There is no evidence that standards

---

*It should be noted that group-administered intelligence tests have been banned in California and New York and that legislation prohibiting all intelligence testing is pending in Massachusetts. Legislation of this sort may well proliferate, inasmuch as intelligence testing is even being questioned by testing proponents. Henry Dyer has suggested that the scores derived from intelligence tests are "dubious" and "based upon an impossible assumption about the equivalence of human experience and the opportunity to learn." William Turnbull, president of the Educational Testing Service, commented at a symposium on testing, Arlington, Virginia, May 4, 1976 that the sooner we end the use of all so-called intelligence tests, the better."

**Test publishers, as has been noted, acknowledge much of the misuse that occurs; a moratorium might provide time for test publishers to reestablish the authority of their efforts, enabling them to develop procedures that assure proper use of their tests and also to enter into cooperation with those who are developing alternatives to norm-referenced evaluation procedures.
have any relationship to the use or lack of use of standardized measures. One could even argue, I suspect, that school standards in the United States have declined as standardized tests have increased in use.

Would a moratorium on standardized tests cause schools to fall back on "unsystematic evaluation processes," fostering an increase in "discrimination and ignorance?" Such an argument is popular but has little, if any, empirical data to support it. A moratorium would provide an excellent opportunity to assess such a belief.

To call for a moratorium is, for the most part, an appeal to moral authority. It can't really be more than that. Few wish to see federal or state legislation or court orders as the base for the reexamination that cries out for attention.
Alternatives to Standardized Tests

This brings me to the concluding section of this fastback and a discussion of alternatives to standardized tests.

How might teachers and schools proceed with an evaluation program that does not include standardized tests? Some alternative directions follow. They are clearly not all-inclusive; and many are, in fact, merely reaffirmations of practices that many teachers engaged in before they experienced the disruptive pressures of increasing numbers of standardized tests.

Supporters of standardized tests often argue that the tests are "objective" measures that serve as a check on the "subjective," inadequate assessments made by teachers. (Yet, interestingly enough, one source for validity checks of many standardized measures has been teacher judgment.) I do not accept the assumption that teachers have inadequate record-keeping and assessment skills. When standardized test supporters acknowledge that teachers do possess some of these skills, they argue that the tests are necessary because teachers and schools are not often organized sufficiently to describe children's learning or school programs. It is true that to engage in a systematic process of documentation is to expend considerable effort. Fortunately, increasing numbers of teachers at all levels wish to make such an effort.

Systematizing Documentation

What might a group of teachers in a given school want to look at? What might they view as especially important to document? Answers need to come from the local school. (Individuals external to the school have typically determined what it is important to document. And such a process has contributed significantly to the negative
character which evaluation has tended to assume.) I do not mean to imply that for a school as a whole (or particular clusters within a school) to make such decisions it is necessary to have standard record-keeping procedures in all areas in every classroom; I do mean that there must be some consensus about what areas will be looked at closely by a group of teachers. Where such a consensus exists, individual teachers not only receive the support of their colleagues, but they also have others with whom to share their documentation and reflection. Moreover, such a condition provides a climate in which teachers can feel comfortable while observing each other's classrooms, interviewing each other's students, and seeking and providing assistance.

**Process, Content, Context**

In documenting the *process of learning*, teachers in a school might wish to include information about the children's originality, responsibility, initiative, and independence of effort. In relation to the *content of learning*, they might wish to consider materials the children produce (such as writings and drawings); evidence that instruction deals with important concepts as well as necessary skills; and evidence that children find meaning in their learning, that it is not merely rote. And in relation to the *context of learning*, they might consider the basic human relationships that exist—child to child, child to teacher, and teacher to teacher—and see how much respect there is for the efforts and feelings of others.

The Prospect School in North Bennington, Vermont, uses some of the following records for its basic documentation: children's work (for example, drawings and photos); children's journals and notebooks of written work; teachers' periodic assessments of children's work in math, reading, and other activities; curriculum trees; and sociograms. The documentation is so complete that few individuals ask about a standardized test score. A synthesis of these records with *precise* statements regarding work in math, literature, reading, etc., is prepared at the conclusion of each year. This provides the subsequent year's teacher with rather full information about where to begin with a child. It should be noted, however, that within the school communication among teachers is sufficiently high to enable teachers to go beyond the year-end statements to the fuller documentation that is available in relation to each child. The
year-end statements serve as the record for a youngster who transfers to another school. These are far more precise operationally than test scores and are typically viewed as more helpful.

**Interviews**

At the University of North Dakota a process for documentation has been developed that includes interviews conducted with teachers, children, and parents.* These interviews have been used extensively as a base for program evaluation and staff development. The teacher interview provides a context for individual teachers to reflect on their intentions, use of materials, relationships with children, organization of time and space, difficulties, successes, and so on—in other words, the teacher’s own perspective of the classroom. The child interview provides another important perspective, focusing on such issues as how the child uses materials, pursues learning, understands what is occurring in the classroom, uses the teacher, and relates to other children. The parent interview, bringing in a third perspective, is aimed at a description and understanding of parents’ perceptions and attitudes about what is occurring in the classroom, the degree and kinds of their involvement in the classroom, what they believe is important, how they view their children’s progress, and their overall level of support (or lack of support). The three interviews provide an enormous amount of qualitative evaluation information about classrooms and schools. No standardized test can provide as much data or make as much difference in what teachers do and how children learn. This is especially true when the information gathered in the interviews is seriously considered and discussed.

**Broadening the Base of Operations**

Teachers can keep up on children’s progress in such areas as reading, language development, and math through systematic observation and frequent conferences (recorded). Can a standardized achievement test really reveal as much as carefully kept records maintained over a period of time?

---

*This effort has been supported, to a large degree, by a National Institute of Education research grant (No. 00-160/3-0979).
Many teachers make use of informal reading inventories as a means of monitoring reading, especially when they wish some rough comparative information. Brenda Engel recently devised a number of reading tasks (similar to those used in informal reading inventories) to sample the reading level in the Cambridge (Massachusetts) Alternative School. Defining reading as "the ability to get meaning from the printed page," she categorized children as "those who can read," "those who are still in the process of acquiring reading," and "those who are nonreaders." Children are asked individually to read a story (approximately 100 words in length) silently. The interviewer says: "Tell me what the story was about." After recounting the story, the child is then asked to read the story to the interviewer and, after reading, to add to what he had related previously. In very general terms, a "reader" is one who "can read the text silently and relate the story adequately and/or can read the text aloud with fluency." A "nonreader" is one who "indicates he cannot read the text silently or is unable, after reading the text silently, to convey the principal meaning of the story and is unable to read aloud more than a few sight words." A range of reading needs can be identified in the process of this reading exercise.

Math checklists which teachers find useful are often provided, along with the various math programs used in schools.* And individual teachers or groups of teachers can prepare their own checklists; they can also devise informal inventories of math understandings.**

*Project Mathematics (Minneapolis: Winston & Co., 1974) is a program that provides particularly effective checklists for teachers and children. The Nuffield Mathematics Project provides "check-up" guides to determine children’s growth in a variety of concepts. See also Nancy Langstaff, Teaching in an Open Classroom: Informal Checks, Diagnoses, and Learning Strategies for Beginning Reading and Math. Boston: National Association of Independent Schools, 1975, for some excellent ways of using informal checks productively. Langstaff’s case studies provide a realistic context and should be useful to teachers and principals. We need many more such descriptions, written by classroom teachers or careful classroom observers, in order to enlarge teachers’ understandings of such record-keeping and evaluation processes.

**Readers may wonder why there has been no mention yet of criterion-referenced testing. Many feel that criterion-referenced testing has enormous potential and may be a useful replacement for existing norm-referenced achievement testing. In many respects, criterion-referenced testing programs are an improvement. They have potential, unlike the norm-referenced testing that has dominated the schools, for providing some useful information about children’s performance in relation to the direct instructional purposes of teachers or of the particular math, reading, or social purposes.
Teachers' Roles

All of the foregoing kinds of records can be particularly helpful to a teacher in planning learning activities that relate to a specific child or group of children. Teachers with whom we work feel this is a critical aspect of their work.

For teachers to make a conscious effort to document in some of these ways, they must step back and observe from time to time. To make such observations meaningful, it is necessary to have a wide range of learning activities available for children to engage in during the observation. Otherwise the activities are so undifferentiated that the observations will provide limited insight into children and their learning patterns, interests, and needs. Being free of standardized tests might encourage such classroom environments.

Children's Roles

How can children themselves contribute to alternatives to the testing? When children participate in record keeping—maintaining daily or weekly journals, filing samples of their writing, recording the books they have read or the math concepts they understand—they not only provide information to the teacher but they have an increased sense of where they are and what they need to do to extend their learning. Learning takes on a personal character, encouraging students to assume greater responsibility for their own learning. (Can any of the standardized tests do as much?)

---

Studies programs that teachers are actually using. They also have significant limitations. Criterion-referenced tests have been typically constructed around items that lend themselves easily to measurements directly interpretable in terms of specified performance standards. Robert Goetz and Anthony Mathes, "Measurement and Instruction," in Educational Measurement, Robert Thorndike, ed. (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1971, p. 626). They tend to measure simple tasks at the expense of higher-level thought processes (Robert Stake and Dennis Gooler, "Measuring Goal Priorities," School Evaluation, Ernest House, ed., Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing Co., 1973), and to reinforce teaching of skills in isolation. They provide no more guarantee than the norm-referenced tests that the behaviors expected are really important or that the curriculum will not be developed principally to meet objectives that have little significant challenge to children or assist them in their general development. They tend to stress end products; processes of learning and thinking may take on limited importance (Vito Perrone and Warren Strandberg, "A Perspective on Accountability," Teacher College Record, February, 1972). While I do not, on the basis of what I have seen, have very much confidence in criterion-referenced testing programs, I am aware that efforts in this direction are still in their formative stages.
Parents' Roles

In addition to children, parents can be actively engaged in the documentation process. For example, parents can conduct observations on the use of space and materials in a classroom, the task persistence of individual children, and various social relationships. They can also take photographs at various times during the year to record classroom changes, three-dimensional projects, and so on, and they can summarize reading biographies, questionnaires, and other materials. In the process there is potential for parents to gain increased knowledge about schooling and to enlarge their overall contribution to their children's education. And, of course, the information has enormous potential for the classroom teacher.

In Sum

The foregoing suggestions, as mentioned earlier, are hardly meant to be all-inclusive; they ought to indicate that the means for evaluation are accessible if teachers organize their resources for such a purpose. Teachers need only decide what kinds of records they want to maintain—recognizing, of course, that they can't do everything in any one year.

The outcome of engaging in alternative processes such as those suggested is the establishment of a basis on which individual teachers and schools can improve the quality of their efforts. This, after all, is what evaluation must do to have any meaning, and it is what many of us wish to foster.
my objectives will have been met: testing practices and test uses. If the feedback serves such purposes, that will encourage discussion and promote an examination of tests, I have, however, attempted to produce a moderate statement, one the content will appear radical to others it will appear conservative, enough to the readers to respond to them. For many of the readers, needed to be left out, I can anticipate questions but won't be close
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